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Growthitude 
What do you want to do based on your talent and passion? Starting to 

create your business road map / business plan.   

The mission of this program is to make a clear path of what you need to do to build your life 

the way you want it and also to start and grow your business. 

o      Introduction – who am I and what do we do in Growthitude? 

o      Insights – Knowing Your Why is crucial for your business: 

Examples: ”Start with Why” – excerpts from video by Simon Sinek and ”Why do we do what 

we do?” – Excerpts from video by Tony Robbins 

Let’s begin your business plan with looking at where you are now and what you want. This 

keeps you focused on and motivated towards your goals throughout the learning process. To 

‘Begin with the end in mind’ is one of Stephen Covey’s 7 Habits of Effective People. The end 

represents where you want to get to.   

What’s the outcome I‘m after? What’s the specific measurable result? The more precise, the 

stronger it is. (For example: there’s a difference between “I want to earn more money” and “I 

earn $10.000 net cash received  each month within the next 6 months.”) 

Accept what is. Don’t color your situation worse than it is, but become aware of the areas in 

your life you want to change or improve. If there is a gap between where you are at the 

moment and where you want to be, great; you know what you want.  

1. What do I really want?
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Growthitude 
What do you want to do based on your talent and passion? Starting to 

create your business road map / business plan.   

When you know what you want, write down the reasons for WHY you absolutely must make it 

happen. Why is this not just a “should,” but a must for me? 

The emotional quality of this purpose makes what you will do not only sustainable, but also 

powerful. 
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2. What’s my purpose, my why? 

It is the why that will drive you. Why do you want your life to be like this? The strongest engine 

for driving you towards your goals is your why. It will get you up in the morning and keep you 

up at night working on closing the gap between where you are now and your dream. Is it 

financial freedom, paying for your child’s education, being an outstanding role model in what 

you have accomplished so that you are able to tell your child she/he can be and do anything 

they desire? Is it having the ability to live in different countries that drives you, more time for 

you and your family, is it sharing your talents and gifts or is it other reasons that I haven’t 

mentioned here?  

The next step is to make a strategy to close the gap and get to where you want it to be. 
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